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Summary 



Base Stock Slate Definition - Ballot 4 

Ballot Item 1:  

 

AMEND BASE STOCK SLATE DEFINITION TO INCLUDE A NEW SECOND 

SENTENCE: 

E.1.2.2 A base stock slate is a product line of base stocks that have different 

viscosities but are in the same base stock grouping and from the same 

manufacturer. The base stock manufacturer determines which base stocks 

are in the base stock slate. 
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Ballot 4 Summary 

Approve 10 

Disapprove 3 

Abstain 2 

No Reply 1 



Ballot Results 

  Company Member 
Vote 

Ballot Item 01 

1 Afton  Dan Pridemore Approve 

2 BP Castrol Barbara Dennis Approve 

3 Chevron Matthew Ansari Disapprove 

4 ConocoPhillips Steve Tarbox Abstain 

5 Evonik-RohMax Steve Herzog Approve 

6 ExxonMobil Tom  Olszewski Disapprove 

7 Infineum Joan Evans Approve w/Comment 

8 Lubrizol Gail Evans Approve 

9 Motiva Greg Raley Approve 

10 Petro-Canada Luc Girard Approve 

11 Pinnacle Oil Harji Gill Abstain 

12 RT Vanderbilt Glenn Mazzamaro N.R. 

13 Safety-Kleen Kirk McNaughton Approve 

14 Shell Scott Lindholm Disapprove 

15 SK Mike Brown Approve 

16 Valvoline Thom Smith Approve 



Infineum Approve Comment 

Infineum is disappointed that after 9 months of review, we are not further 

along in settling this matter. API 1509 is fundamentally the core document 

that the Lubricants Committee is administering. We believe it is imperative for 

LC to bring this matter to conclusion if we expect our industry to view API 

1509 as a basis for defining the API lubricant specifications and for 

conducting technical programs. 



Chevron Disapprove Comment 

Chevron disapproves the ballot on the following grounds: 

 

Adding just the proposed sentence does not address the need for a 

precise definition and only serves limited objectives.  The fact that the 

definition has not explicitly stipulated that a slate is defined by its 

manufacturer has not caused a known problem to date.   

 

Chevron agrees in principle with adding the proposed sentence, but 

we strongly believe that the resulting definition will still be woefully 

inadequate.  Any modification of the base stock slate definition must 

address the more pressing issues of “substitutability” and Groups to 

substantiate a ballot. 

 

Chevron proposes that a sub-group of base oil manufacturers 

(Chevron, ConocoPhillips, ExxonMobil, Motiva, , Safety-Kleen) be 

formed to establish a base stock slate definition for the consideration 

of the Lubricants Committee. 



Shell Disapprove Comment 

Shell disapproves this ballot due to the ambiguities and lack of clarity around 

the definition of the word “grouping”.  Extensive debate has determined that 

“grouping” is not, and never has been defined as a technical term and as 

such cannot be clearly interpreted.  Adding the statement, “The base stock 

manufacturer determines which base stocks are in the base stock 

slate.”  only clarifies that the responsibility of interpreting the undefined term 

“grouping” rests with the manufacturer.  While Shell agrees with the addition 

of this statement, we also believe that that very well defined, and industry 

accepted “API base stock group” must be used in place of the undefined 

term “grouping” to enable successful and consistent interpretation of the 

guidelines.   

 

Shell feels a vote in favor of this modified definition would constitute an 

endorsement of the term “grouping” in the original definition and therefore, 

we cannot approve the ballot without improved clarity concerning the 

“grouping” issue. 



ExxonMobil Disapprove Comment 
ExxonMobil disapproves the ballot for the following reasons:  As stated in our 

conference call on July 21st. ExxonMobil believes all of the following should be part 

of the LC ‘s  guiding principles :  

 Sound science should guide our actions  recommendations and decisions 

should be data driven  

 Rules and documentation should be clear and unambiguous and strive to 

eliminate vagueness 

 Testing should be performed with most severe/limiting base stocks to 

ensure product quality and API 1509 EOLCS integrity. 

It is ExxonMobil’s opinion that the proposed definition changes alone fail to meet 

the above criteria and will lead to further vagueness. This will ultimately lead to 

greater need for API to interpret base oil slate issues. The amended definition does 

not address the limiting stock/technical substitutability issue, and does not provide 

clarity around the straddling issue. Ultimately sound science, data, and collective 

industry experience should drive API 1509 guidance.   

For the reasons stated above, ExxonMobil recommends that a task group be 

immediately formed to address all of the base stock slate issues. ExxonMobil 

recommends that the base oil manufacturers are best suited to develop the 

recommended language. 


